
Tips for a better cycling experience: 

Setting goals and how to assess:

     

     Capture your rides.   The Strava app has the most if you are competitive in nature.   Riders 
have built segments of which you can see a comparison of your times vs theirs.   HUntersville 
business park has approx 6 segments already created whether it’s to go against the times of 
others or just your own personal records.    I use Strava.


     Cyclemeter and Map my Ride are other tracking apps for your phone.   I’ve used cyclemeter 
and used it only until moving to Strava.   Great app.


     Speed/cadence sensors:   Cadence is key in road cycling.   Getting into a rhythm and 
allowing your gears to do the work brings. IGH speed and distance.  Garmin products are still 
the sensors of choice however wahoo does a great job as well.  


     Time on the bike:   Just like any cycling, it’s “time in the seat”.   I have an indoor trainer I 
use during rainy or extremely cold days.    Cycleops, Kinetic, Tacx are great.   I have always 
bought and encourage my team to look on Facebook marketplace for used ones.   You’ll save 
a lot of money and have a great trainer.   Smart trainers are big now, however most are over 
$1000 so I’ve haven’t made that leap.  I just stick to the outdoors when possible.  


     Cycling computers vs cell phone?   I’ve used both and have moved exclusively to a 
computer.   The text messages and phone calls became a distraction.   Not sure if you used a 
computer on a mountain bike, but they help road cyclists stay In touch with the data 
mentioned above, cadence, speed, mileage, etc.  plus I don’t worry about my phone getting 
wet if I get caught in an unexpected shower.  I will say that if you use your phone, I found 
QuadLock to be the easiest and most secure mount for phones.  


     Safety.    The most important aspect of the road.   Know the hand signals (on our website) 
and be aware/alert at all times.   Whether using your phone or a computer to capture data, a 
quick glance only when conditions are optimum.   If you are looking down instead of looking 
ahead (15 - 30 ft) you will find yourself in trouble.  When we are on our practice rides, it’s 
important for all riders to call out, use the signals, and practice safety.   What we do during 
practice shows up in real life 

       Mirrors:   Although some people disagree, I find having a mirror attached to my sunglasses 
is a key safety feature.  Similar to phones/computers, it’s a quick glance only.  


     


